
Turn over to the next page to find our printable ring size guideprintable ring size guide, which you can use to measure an , which you can use to measure an 
existing ring.existing ring.

RING SIZING GUIDE

Alright. Let’s find you the perfect ring.
You can measure your ring size in a number of ways:

HotlipsHotlips UKUK USUS EUEU DiameterDiameter
mmmm

XS G 1/2 3 3/4 46 14.6

S L 6 51 16.2

M N 7 54 17.2

L P 8 56 17.8

XL R 9 59 18.8

1.

2.

To do this: grab a piece of string or small rope, wrap around the finger of choice, and mark with a pen 
or pencil where the string ends. Then lay the string flat against a ruler, measure, and you’ve got your 

circumference.

Measuring the circumference of your finger at home

Measuring the internal diameter of a ring you already own

Buying as a gift or surprise? If in doubt, our most popular sizes for women are Medium and Large.

If you’re inbetween sizes, we recommend going for the larger one.

Above all, visiting a local jeweller to get yourself measured up is the best and most reliable method.

See our sizing chart below. Our ring sizes run from XS – XL:



MEASURE A RING YOU ALREADY OWN:

2. Find a ring that fits the finger you’re buying for. Ideally you should use a thin band ring that lies flat against the 
paper.

3. Lay the ring down over each sizer circle below, starting with the smallest. This will allow you to see which of 
our sizes is closest to your ring. Keep in mind that you are measuring the internal internal diameter of the ring. The key is 
to still be able to see the outline of the sizer circle inside of the band. Think of each circle as a finger: it shouldn’t 

disappear into the edge of your ring, but rather stay inside of it.

4. If your ring falls between two sizes, go for the larger one.

1. Once this page is printed, measure the line below with a ruler and make sure it measures at 5cm before 
continuing. Then you’re good to go!

5cm

*IMPORTANT:* To use, you must print this page out at *IMPORTANT:* To use, you must print this page out at 100% – actual size100% – actual size..
If you print as ‘scale to fit page’ or ‘shrink to fit page’ the size guide below WILL NOT WORKIf you print as ‘scale to fit page’ or ‘shrink to fit page’ the size guide below WILL NOT WORK!!

TIP:TIP:

Buying as a gift or surprise? This size guide is great for Buying as a gift or surprise? This size guide is great for 
quickly and discretely measuring a loved one’s ringquickly and discretely measuring a loved one’s ring!!

STILL UNSURE?STILL UNSURE?

We have a 30 day return policy, giving you time to try out a ring for size and to exchange if We have a 30 day return policy, giving you time to try out a ring for size and to exchange if 
it’s not right the first time. Returns & Exchanges are FREE in the UK.it’s not right the first time. Returns & Exchanges are FREE in the UK.

For full Returns & Exchanges T&Cs, visit: hotlipsbysolange.co.uk/pages/returns-exchangesFor full Returns & Exchanges T&Cs, visit: hotlipsbysolange.co.uk/pages/returns-exchanges

Contact us: hotlips@solange.co.ukContact us: hotlips@solange.co.uk

XS XLS M L


